
weddings & elopements





Hi. We are Tyler Knott Gregson & Sarah Linden Gregson & we 
have been chasing the light together all over this 

beautiful blue marble for 15 years. We’ve photographed all 
types of assignments with all types of people all over this 

world.

We know what matters most. We know the value of a single 
fleeting moment.

We believe in capturing those moments, the ones that stand We believe in capturing those moments, the ones that stand 
out tall and live between all the others that were supposed 

to matter more.

The secret miracles & the stolen breaths.

When the dust settles & the pictures find themselves framed 
on the wall, it’s those that matter...the nervous glance, 

the belly laugh, the last deep breath.
The calm & the frenzy.The calm & the frenzy.

There is so much life & we will always do our best to 
capture it all in a way that matters, truly matters,\

& always will.

Whatever you need, we can help. Contact us & we can start 
showing you your life, how you’ve never seen it before.

Always chase the light.

lord & lady gregson





In blending into the background, vanishing 
documentary style, & leaving you wondering how in 

the hell we got the shot we got.  

In capturing your day as it unfolds, naturally, 
without clichè or awkward posing, without phony 

re-creation or forced narrative.

In creativity, in pushing our boundaries to In creativity, in pushing our boundaries to 
become better photographers, better people, & 

better at capturing emotions, instead of moments.

In chasing the light, wherever, whenever, & 
however we possibly can.

we believe









international Weddings & elopements & vow renewals

Travel is one of our most treasured things, so we’re always highly motivated to shoot inernational & destination 
weddings, adventure elopements, & vow renewals all over this beautiful planet.  We’ve been lucky enough to travel 
to a wide variety of countries, & this is something we really want to do more of.  As such, we’re always throwing 
in massive discounts, some all-in type pricing, & fun deals & promotions to make it more affordable for you, if this 

is something you’re planning.

Bottom line, reach out, tell us your wild, adventurous, crazy plans, & we’ll customize a package to work for you, Bottom line, reach out, tell us your wild, adventurous, crazy plans, & we’ll customize a package to work for you, 
so we can wander this green globe together, & come home with the most unbelievable photos & stories that go with 

them.  Trust us, we’re motivated, we’re ready, & we’re the perfect pair to adventure with. 
You’ll see.





Questions & Wonderings




